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Message Oriented Communication

Message Oriented Communication can be viewed along 2 axes: persistence (whether the system is persistent
or transient); and synchronicity (whether it is synchronous or asynchronous).
Persistence : In persistent communication, messages are stored at each intermediate hop along the way
until the next node is ready to take delivery of the message. It is also called a store-and-forward based
delivery paradigm. Example: Postal system (pony express), email, etc.
In transient communication, messages are buffered only for small periods of time (as long as sending/receiving applications are executing). If the message cannot be delivered or the next host is down,
it is discarded. Example: General TCP/IP communication.
Synchronicity : In synchronous communication. the sender blocks further operations until some sort of
an acknowledgement or response is received, hence the name blocking communication.
In asynchronous or non-blocking communication, the sender continues execution without waiting for
any acknowledgement or response. This form needs a local buffer at the sender to deal with it at a
later stage.

10.2

Combinations - Persistence and Synchronicity

10.2.1

Persistent Asynchronous

Figure 10.1 (a) gives us a time-line map for persistent asynchronous communication. A is the sender and
B is the receiver. Dark line depicts execution. A sends a message and keeps executing without blocking.
The message sent from A will take an arbitrary amount of time to reach B. A may or may not be running
by the time the message reaches B. Disks or multiple memory queues could be used for storage at B’s side.
There is a guarantee that the message will eventually reach B. B receives this request and processes it then.
Example: Emails can take an arbitrary amount of time to reach, and when the receiver reads the email, the
sender might not even be running.

10.2.2

Persistent Synchronous

Figure 10.1 (b) explains persistent synchronous communication. Here, A sends a message, and is then
blocked (depicted by the dotted line). The acknowledgement is for receipt (not delivery/response). Because
this model is persistent, the message may stay in B’s queue (or in any router along the way) for an arbitrary
amount of time. Example: Messaging and chat applications; Many messaging systems are persistent, and
can tell us the delivery status.
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Figure 10.1: Types of message-oriented communication (Although it appears as if only 4 such combinations
are possible, different flavors of synchronisation acknowledgement extend it to 6 such combinations): (a)
Persistent + Asynchronous (b) Persistent + Synchronous (c) Transient + Asynchronous (d) Receipt-based
Transient Synchronous (e) Delivery-based Transient Synchronous (f) Response-based Transient Synchronous
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Transient Asynchronous

Figure 10.1 (c) explains this form of communication. A sends the message and continues execution (nonblocking). B has to be running, because if it is not running the message will be discarded. Even if any
router along the way is down, the message will be discarded. UDP communication is an example of transient
asynchronous communication. The function M P I bsend() is an implementation of this.

10.2.4

Receipt-based Transient Synchronous

Figure 10.1 (d) explains receipt-based transient synchronous communication. A’s message to B is blocking
(synchronous) until an ack is received. This ack simply tells us that the message was received at the other
end. It does not tell us anything about whether the process has started.

10.2.5

Delivery-based Transient Synchronous

This is an extension of receipt-based transient synchronous communication. As shown in figure 10.1 (e), A
will resume running when B takes the delivery of the message. The ack comes a little bit later than the
previous method. This is essentially asynchronous RPC because from the perspective of an RPC, we are not
blocking for the reply.

10.2.6

Response-based Transient Synchronous

Figure 10.1 (f) explains this type of communication. A resumes execution upon receiving a response. That
is, not only has the message been delivered, but it has been processed and the ack comes back in the form
of a reply. This is traditional RPC. The client is blocked for the entire duration the reply comes back.
QUESTION : When will the message get lost?
ANSWER : We assume that the network is not dropping messages here, just a conceptual description.
QUESTION : What if the server is not even running in case f) ?
ANSWER : If the server is not running, RPC will not even go to the server because it cannot bind to it.
However if the server was bound to and then crashed, some form of port error would be thrown.

10.3

Message Oriented Transient Communication

Berkeley Socket Primitives, and Message-Passing Interface (MPI) are examples of message-oriented transient
communication. These systems do not use on-disk queues for message storing. Below, we map the MPI
primitive functions to one of the above types. MPI bsend simply appends the outgoing message to the local
send buffer, and then keeps running. Thus, it is transient asynchronous communication. MPI send sends a
message and waits until copied to the remote buffer. This is similar to delivery-based transient synchronous
communication. MPI ssend waits until receipt start and MPI sendrecv waits for a reply, classifying each to
receipt based and reply based transient synchronous communication respectively. Hence, these constructs
map very well to the 6 different communication types mentioned above. MPI allows you to choose what
kinds of combination of Sync communication you wish to use. It is a much richer communication system
where the programmer can choose what form of communication to use from a spectrum of choices.
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Figure 10.2: Various use cases of a Message Queuing Model

10.4

Message Oriented Persistent Communication

This class of communication is called Message Queuing Systems (MQS). They use on-disk buffers to ensure
persistence of messages over long periods of time. Common open-source examples include Kafka, RabbitMQ,
ActiveMQ, ZeroMQ, etc. An application level example for this is emails. All emails are stored on disks til
delivery. The queues have names/addresses which are used to explicitly put messages into the queue. This
is a form of store-and-forward communication. Persistence neither guarantees the duration in which the
message will be delivered, nor the reading of the message. It only ensures delivery. Thus, it is a loosely
coupled communication.
Figure 10.2 explains the working of an MQS. The figure represents a series of queues(doing hop-by hop
delivery) as a single abstract persistent queue. Dark boxes indicate execution, while dotted boxes indicate
that the system is not running. The first case (a) is the simplest where both A and B are running, and the
message is delivered immediately.
In case (b) where B is not running, the message is stored at the queue and B takes delivery at a later point.
Example - email.
In case (c), the sender is not running when B receives the message. Example - Reading email
In case (d), the message is queued for an arbitrary amount of time as both A and B are passive. This is
loose communication because the sender and the receiver are not participating in the communication at the
same time.
The typical abstractions used in the message queuing model are get and put. put allows us to insert into a
specific queue. get removes a message from the head of the queue. get and put are analogous to send and
receive. There is a non-blocking poll as well, which checks the queue for a message and returns the message
if the queue is non-empty. It is a periodic process (might lead to resource wastage). Example - email clients
checking servers. notify (also non-blocking) is an async message from the queue to the receiver notifying it
of a message arrival.
QUESTION : For fault tolerance reasons, do we write to disk before notifying?
ANSWER : Will have to do that typically.
QUESTION : What does poll do exactly?
ANSWER : Remove message from the head of the queue without blocking.
QUESTION : Do poll and notify go hand-in-hand?
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Figure 10.3: General Architecture of an MQS
ANSWER : Both allow communications in an asynchronous manner .Still need to use put for insert, but
can use get (blocking) or poll/notify (non-blocking)
In a full-fledged MQS, we have MQS routers (with disk-queues) also called relays. Figure 10.3 shows an
example of a typical MQS system. Routers in the middle provide persistent queueing. Between each hop,
get/put/poll/notify can be used to get the message to it’s destination. Commercial MQS applications are
built like this, used for order processing.
Message Brokers - Application level programs that take messages from queues and transforms it. This
allows us to send messages across platforms, thus allowing interoperability. This is also used by many
publish-subscribe systems, where a queue actually acts like a mailing list - having multiple receivers. The
sender doesn’t know who the message will be delivered to. Will revisit in Middleware systems.
IBM’s Websphere MQ is a good example of MQS usage in a B2B commercial system. It works with RPC
along with API’s for get/put etc. (like a pub-sub system). get and put are implemented as RPC calls.
Queues are persistent (as opposed to network routers which use memory buffers)

10.5

Stream Oriented Communication

Stream oriented communication is usually used in audio and video streaming.
Message communication can be thought of as a request-response. In Stream communication, you might
start receiving data without it being requested. One aspect of stream communication is timing constraints.
Playback freezes if data is not delivered on time, affecting the streaming experience (as opposed to browsing,
where it does not matter as much).
This form of communication is called isochronous communication. If we wish to watch 30 fps,a frame needs
to come in every 33 ms. This implies that the end-to-end delay cannot be arbitrary, it must have an upper
bound. Stream communication is not client pull-based (like message comm.), it is server push-based.
There are 2 kinds: live streaming and stored streaming.
Live streaming (Example: Video conferencing) is when both parties are live. For live streaming, the end to
end delay has to be of the order of 10 ms. Typical human perception needs 150ms.
In Stored streaming(Example: Youtube, Netflix), one endpoint is actually a disk that stores data which the
server streams. Here, the end to end delay does not matter as much, but the data rate should be a constant.
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Figure 10.4: QoS Requirements
Another way of splitting stream communication is as One-to-one (Example: Video conference) or One-tomany (Example: Webcast)

10.5.1

Quality of Service

QoS is a way to encode the requirements of audio and video stream. Streaming needs a different architecture
as compared to best-effort networks like the Internet that provide no guarantees. The requirements include:
Bandwidth : A HD video will need a minimum of a few Mbs per second.
Maximum end-to-end delay bound : Needs to be fixed ( 100ms) to avoid playback glitches (Skype,
Facetime)
Jitter : Refers to the variation in the end-to-end delay. The fluctuation in the delay is jitter. We want to
minimize jitter to ensure a steady data rate.
Loss : Refers to the loss in data packets. With TCP, loss is handled using re-transmission. Fundamentally,
in video streaming, retransmission may not be an option (especially for live transmissions). Late data
might be as good as no data for live streaming. Time requirements can sometimes be a trigger for
complex re-transmissions - hence we need to lower this.
QUESTION : What is the difference between end-to-end delay and round-trip delay? Isn’t the latter just
twice the former?
ANSWER : Depends on whether the network is bidirectional and what the streaming type is. Followup RT might involve processing too? A - No, this was just considering network delays
However, networks today are best-effort. Network QoS did not go commercial, but is instructive. Some of
these QoS guarantees are used in OS virtualization. A much more exhaustive list of QoS requirements is
given in figure 10.4.

10.5.2

Token Bucket

Token Bucket is an OS-based method of enforcing QoS. Although it is not used in audio/video streaming,
it is still used in many other contexts. It is also called a Leaky Bucket Rate Regulator. It enforces a certain
bandwidth, using an OS-level mechanism. In general, it deals with the bandwidth bit-rate r and burst of
deviation b.
Figure 10.5 explains the mechanism. Every time a packet needs to be sent, it needs to grab a token that will
be generated by the OS. The OS will generate tokens at a steady rate R. R is the bandwidth that needs to be
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guaranteed. Thus, we can never send at a rate higher than the specified rate R because the packet will not
be able to find any token. However, the token bucket allows for some instantaneous fluctuation, captured by
the second parameter - depth of the bucket. Thus, the bucket has 2 parameters : token generation rate R
and instantaneous depth B. When we start off, we start with a bucket of B tokens. That is, at any time, we
can instantaneously generate B packets that can grab the B tokens and go out instantly. Then, the bucket
will be filled at a steady rate of R.
Essentially, the plot of the maximum number of packets sent vs time will give us a linear plot y=mx + b,
where b=B and m=R, y is the number of packets sent and x is the time. This will mean that if we generate
packets at a rate greater than R, they will have to wait, as the token corresponding to the packet will not
have been generated. This also specifies the upper bound.

Figure 10.5: Leaky-Bucket model to ensure QoS

Figure 10.6: Packets Sent v/s Time (Token Bucket)
QUESTION : Where does buffering happen? Does the application block if bucket is empty?
ANSWER : Happens at the Ethernet device drive; The bucket processing is invisible to the application
which will keep sending.
QUESTION : This seems like an upper bound?
ANSWER : Yes it is; Use-case (2 VMs on a machine with 1GB ethernet card. Can use token bucket for
each VM to allocated 500MB bandwidth to each.) Leaky bucket just a way to show how to enforce QoS.
QUESTION : What is the advantage of burst?
ANSWER : For small amounts of time, can send faster than R (We do not want to send at R always)
QUESTION : When do you regenerate burst tokens?
ANSWER : There is only one kind of token first of all. Initialize bucket with b tokens and every
generate a token. If you generate tokens faster than you send, you will accumulate b tokens.

1
r

seconds,
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Figure 10.7: Handling playback glitches due to delays using buffers

Figure 10.8: Handling packet losses

10.5.3

Using Buffers to Enforce QoS

We want to reduce playback glitches in video streaming. First, we will handle delay. In Figure 10.6, the
x axis is time, and each numbered box is a packet. These packets will have jitter because each will arrive
at a different time, even though we sent them in steady gaps. To play at a constant fps (say f), we need
to play the next frame in 1/f seconds. But, after frame 1 arrives, frame 2 does not arrive in that time
difference, hence resulting in a playback glitch. We might be receiving at that rate on average, but there are
no guarantees. One standard method is to hold the packets in a buffer before starting playback. Hopefully, if
data continues to arrive at a good rate, our buffer will always have data, and we can keep playing. However,
in the figure for example, frame 8 still arrives late resulting in a playback glitch.
Figuring out the buffer size is important for video quality. (Trade-off: Too large leads to impatient user, too
small leads to playback glitches) Dynamic buffer sizes are used.
What happens when packets are dropped? The video will not look smooth anymore. Can use FEC(Forward
Error Correction) or scrambling. The idea is to spread out the lost frames so that the perception of the
problem is minimized (29 fps vs 30 fps)

10.5.4

HTTP Streaming

Almost all streaming today is pull-based and happens over HTTP. The video is split into chunks which are
then requested by the client.
DASH(Direct Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) - Data needs to be sent at different qualities because the
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Figure 10.9: Direct Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
device at the client is not known. Intelligence is placed at the client, which requests the appropriate quality.
This quality level can be lowered/raised by the client in real-time.

